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Domino, Mikado and Solitaire 
James Hare are launching three exciting collections, Domino, Mikado and Solitaire. Inspired by classic games, 
they are playful and spirited, and as with all games, the outcome is surprising.  

A palette of vivid catwalk colours offer a flair of excitement against elegant neutrals. These fabrics are perfect 
for curtains, upholstery, blinds, lampshades, cushions, wallcoverings and other decorative detailing.



Solitaire
Luxurious semi-plain in multiple colourways
Continuing the James Hare theme of semi-plains, Solitaire is ideal for introducing colour and fun into a scheme. The 
broken opalescent circle shapes appear to float above the grosgrain ground. Available in a kaleidoscope of shades, 
the sophisticated design comes in a colour palette that breaks the rules.

15 colourways.



Mikado
Spectacular Embroidered Stripe 
Inspired by the vibrant colours in the game of “Pick up Sticks” aka “Mikado”, this 
embroidered linen/cotton stripe is available in either a wave of bright colours or a flow 
of subtle hues.  A playful and fun design with a wow factor that is guaranteed to make a 
strong statement.

5 colourways.



Domino
Striking geometric multi-purpose jacquard
Emulating the sides of domino bricks resting against each other, the regular lines 
and graphic striped chevron create a contemporary vibe.  Super soft for drapery, 
yet with a rub test of 30,000 it is hard wearing enough to be used for general 
contract. A young, fresh and modern fabric, Domino combines the elements of 
colour, texture and pattern.

14 colourways.



Bagatelle   
Flowing jacquard in a palette of sophisticated colours 

Bagatelle is a gentle, textural wave design which flows with a soft movement. Suitable for both 
contemporary and traditional interiors, the fabric is ideal for drapery, however can also be used for light 
upholstery. The timeless colour palette ranges from subtle hues of grey and linen to vibrant shades of 
purples and reds.

7 colourways.



Backgammon  
Elegant jacquard with a contemporary twist
Named after one of the oldest board games in the 
world, it is the points and checkers of a Backgammon 
board which is the inspiration for this design packed 
with detail and pattern.  An elegant fabric, suitable 
for both drapery and upholstery, it provides a 
contemporary interest to complement any interior 
setting.

3 colourways.
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